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Abstract
This paper examines the influence of regional integration on the demand for
trade protection. Previous studies have suggested the a customs union reduces
the pressures for trade restrictions, as national interest groups have less weight
to influence a central trade authority than their own government On the con
trary, this paper argues that protectionist preferences may not be diluted at the
regional level The reasons for this lie in the ability of protection interests to
organize themselves at the regional level and the advantage they have over
anti-protectionist forces in doing so (principally due to their superiority in con
trolling the potential free rider problem) • In consequence, specific groups seek
ing external protection are likely to experience a relative (if not absolute) rein
forcement of their preferences in a trade bloc. (JEL Classification: D72} F13)

I. Introduction
D uring recent years, regional trading agreem ents (RTAs) have blos
somed. From 1990 to 1994, 33 such agreements have been notified to the
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GATT, which represents 30 percent of the total num ber reported since 1947
(WTO [1995]). This surge in regionalism interest has been accompanied by
a deepening and widening of existing agreements, in particular the Euro
pean Union (EU ).
The resurgence of regionalism has attracted m uch attention from the eco
nom ics profession. M ost studies concentrate on the formation and expan
sion of trade blocs, and their impact on protection levels and on liberaliza
tion, h ig h lig h tin g the potentially conflicting objectives and influences of
for a recent survey, see Bhagwati and
regionalism versus m ultilateralism 〈
Panagariya [1996]; Sager [1997]; and W inters [1996]).1
The political economy aspects of regional integration are crucial to under
stand trade stances adopted by trade blocs and their influence on the m ulti
lateral system. In particular, the analysis of the dem and for and the supply of
protection in an RTA, neglected in m ost studies, deserves attention: Do

RTAs increase or decrease protection-seeking activities? Note that this issue is
different, although related, to the standard question on trade blocs: Do

RTAs increase or decrease the level of trade protection? (see for instance
Frankel, Stein and W ei [1996]; H allett and Braga [1994]; and K rugm an
[1993]).
The political economy approach focuses on the pressures for trade pro
tection (at the domestic and regional level) and the responsiveness of the
relevant trade authorities to these specific demands. Three principal factors
can be identified: the free riding problem, anti-protectionist forces, and insti

tutions. First, since the size of interest groups increased (as they can get
organized at the regional, and not only national, level), free rid ing may
affect their behaviour. Hence: Can interest groups become politically more

efficient in an RTA? Second, anti-protectionist forces are affected by region
al integration. Then: Are protection-seeking groups more likely to overcome

anti-protection resistance following an RTA? Finally, institutional changes
re sultin g from a regional integ ratio n alter the trade decision-m aking
process. Therefore: Can institutional designs in a trade bloc increase the

responsiveness of trade authorities to protectionist demands? “Yes” is the
1. So far, no consensus has emerged concerning the desirability of regionalism as a
move toward global trade liberalization.
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answer to these three questions. The purpose of this paper is to address the
first two questions, related to the demand for trade intervention, leaving the
institutional aspects of RTAs and their influence on the supply side of pro
tection for another study 〈
see Bilal [1998]).
The discussion is organized as follows. Section II introduces the concept
of the preference-dilution effect commonly assumed in studies on the politi
cal economy of trade in the context of regional integration. The free riding
issue is addressed in Section III, while Section IV discusses lobbying effi
ciency at the regional level. These sections show that in m any circum 
stances the absolute political influence of protection-seeking groups may
increase as a result of a trade bloc formation. Section V，focusing on anti-pro
tection forces, argues that relative political influence is w hat m atters.
Regional integration is likely to strengthen the position of protection seek
ers vis-a-vis their opponents. The main arguments are summarized in Sec
tion VI.

II. The Preference-Dilution Effect
A comm on answer to the question of how RTAs affect protection-seeking
behaviours is that protectionist pressures decrease as a result of a regional
integration. The contention is that interest groups being organized at the
national level, the formation of a trade bloc reduces their relative size and
therefore their influence at the regional level. De M elo, Panagariya and
Rodrik [1993] refer to this phenomenon as the “preference-dilution effecf. In
their words:

Irrespective of the institutional setup，a regional arrangem ent
im plies a larger political com m unity and hence a smaller role in
determ ining policy for politically im portant groups in each of the
countries. This renders decision m aking less responsive to faction
al interests, and may thereby enhance efficiency.” (p. 177，emphasis

added) . Besides, “(regional integration) moderates the national
lobbies’ dem ands for intervention. The reason is sim ple: each
lobby now has a smaller impact on decision m aking, as the central
institution has to contend with not one but two groups clam oring
for attention. Since the m arginal benefits of lobbying have gone
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down, the groups rationally choose to do less of it.” (p. 180).2
National preferences may also be diluted for another reason. As the trad
ing bloc becomes larger, interest groups can experience difficulties to orga
nize themselves at the regional level. To seek external trade protection,
national pressure groups may therefore choose to coordinate (or combine)
their effort with their counterparts (who share similar interests) in partner
countries. The free riding problem associated w ith the larger num ber of
groups with similar interests at the regional level may participate to the preference-dilution effect experienced by national lobbies in trade blocs. Panagariya and Findlay [1996] offer a formal analysis of the free-riding problem in
lobbying associated with an RTA, and in particular a customs union, develop
ing a Meade model which allows for trade policy to be determined endoge
nously. The free-riding component of the preference-dilution effect is perfect
ly consistent with the logic of collective action, as described by Olson [1965].
T his type of co nside ratio n based on the preference-dilution effect
(although generally only im plicitly) have led econom ists like Panagariya
and Findlay [1996], Richardson [1994], and Sinclair and Vines [1994] to con
clude that a customs union (CU) will tend to be less protectionist than a free
trade area (FTA).3The argum ent proceeds as follows.
Assum ing that trade policy is fully endogenous, the level of protection will
depend on the lobbying activities of pressure groups. In an FTA, wherein
each m em ber country can set individually its own trade policy w ith non

et al.

2. Although the formal model developed by de Melo
[1993] is inspired by the
credibility analysis in macroeconomics, their conclusion is consistent with some of
the standard models of the political economy of trade literature (see Magee, Brock
and Young [1989]).
3. An alternative line of argument is provided by Krueger [1995] who pursues a differ
ent approach (to reach similar conclusions). In short, she most convincingly argues
that a FTA exhibits more potential for trade diversion than a CU (mainly because of
its associated rules of origins; see Krueger [1993], and Krishna and Krueger [1995],
for a discussion〉
, without offering any opportunity for trade creation not achievable
under a CU. Trade creation normally incites opposition from domestic import-com
peting industries. But partner country’s firm s which benefit from trade diversion
resulting from the preferential trade area (by exporting goods from one member
country to another) will also oppose further global trade liberalization. Hence, since
trade diversion tends to raise the domestic opposition for further trade liberalization,
a FTA is more likely to nourish protectionist interests than a CU.
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mem ber countries, domestic interest groups need only to lobby their own
government to influence the non-FTA level of protection. Therefore, in an
FTA protection has the characteristics of a private good. In a CU, however,
the external trade policy being common to all m ember countries, domestic
pressure groups have to exercise their influence at the union level as well.
Thus, at the union level protection becomes a public good subject to the
free-riding problem. Moreover, the regional decision-making body is likely
to be less favorable to country-specific lobbying than national authorities,
since it has to balance (potentially conflicting) specific interest dem ands
from CU members. In consequence, some degree of coordination am ong
national interest groups may be required in order for lobbying activities to
affect external trade policies. The reduction in national lobbying influence at
the union level and the increased free riding problem resulting from com
m on lobbying activities represent two aspects of the preference-dilution
effect associated with a CU but not present in an FTA.
At first, this explanation seems convincing. Actually, it may accurately
describe the regional integration outcome, at least in some cases. However,
this argum ent relies on four crucial assumptions. First, the free riding prob
lem cannot be efficiently overcome by protection-seekers. In fact, de M elo et

al, [1993] justify their setting by m aking the assumption of non-cooperation
by lobbies across countries. That is, interest groups are unable to organize
themselves at the regional le v e l〈
as in the analyses by Richardson [1994];
and Sinclair and Vines [1994]). Second, there is no effective counter lobby
ing at the regional level (i.e.，lobbying against protection, for instance from
the part of consumers). Third, the fact that trade restrictions adopted by a
CU affect a larger num ber of people than national protection (phenomenon
sometimes referred to as the “contagion” effect) is disregarded. Finally, the
“institutional setup” does not matter. The first three assumptions are exam
ined in the following sections.

III. Free Riding
The free riding effect is a central issue in analyzing the im pact of RTAs on
lobbying behaviour. By definition, the larger the regional entity subject to a
common (centralized) trade policy, the larger the num ber of agents benefit-
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ing from trade policy.4 However, the larger the potential size of the interest
group, the larger is the incentive, by each m em ber of the group, to free ride.
Hence, the lower is the chance of success by the pressure group. In sum,
for lobbying, small is better than large.5

A. Olson’s Logic of Collective Action
This argum ent corresponds to a m echanical application of The Logic of

Collective Action as described by M ancur O lson [1965]. Focusing on the
effect of group size on the provision of public goods by private groups, this
theory suggests that the larger the group size, the larger the level of free
riding, and thus the lower the am ount of public good provided.6 The ratio
nale can be summarized as follows. An individual w ill contribute to the pro
vision of a public good only if the (expected) benefits exceed the costs of
doing so. As the size of the group increases, the cost of collective action (in
the sense of adopting efficient organization structures w ith appropriate
incentives and control m echanism s insuring the participation of group
members) rises. Simultaneously, the relative im portance of each m em ber
contribution for the viability of the collective action falls. That is, the free
riding problem increases with the size of the group, as the probability that
the public good w ill be voluntarily provided depends less strongly on each
individual contribution. However, as the num ber of free riders rises, (1) the
risk that the public good will not be provided at all increases, and (2) the
burden on the active members of the group increases.
4. The discussion focuses on trade policies but can easily be generalized to any redis
tributive policy common to the whole region.
5. Pushed to the lim it, however, this argument would tend to suggest that pressure
groups are more active in small countries than in large ones. Hence,
，
the demand for protection should be higher in small countries than in large ones, as
protection-seeking interest groups can organize themselves more effectively. It
seems that there exist no empirical studies to directly test this hypothesis. Empirical
evidence indicates that the level of protection (especially non-tariff barriers) tends to
be higher in larger countries〈
see Godek [1986], and Mansfield and Busch [1995],
for empirical analyses; and Rogowski [1987], for a discussion). However, this general
result, consistent with the optimum tariff argument, does not reflect the demand for
protection, but only the supply of trade restrictions.
6. The provision of public goods at stake in this paper is (restrictive) trade policy.

ceteris paribus
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Besides, when the benefits from collective action differ among members
of the group, “there is a systematic tendency for the “exploitation” of the great

by the small” (Olson [1965], p. 29). Hence, a high variance in the distribution
of interest am ong group members increases the probability that the collec
tive good w ill be provided, as it is then more likely that at least one m ember
of the group w ill find in his interest to provide some of the public g o o d 〈
see
also Stigler [1974]; M ar well and Ames [1979]; and M agee et al. [1989]).
This seems especially pertinent in small groups.
The argum ent based on the variance of preferences in the group is for
mally different from the one based on the size of the group. However, the
two concepts are linked to the extent that not only large groups are more
subject to the free rider problem (the size argum ent), but they may also be
exposed to a greater diversity of interests am ong m em bers than sm all
groups (the variance argum ent). The following discussion will show, howev
er, that the logic of collective action can be challenged at both the theoreti
cal and empirical level (in sections III. B and III. C, respectively).

B. The Influence of Size Group Reconsidered
Contrary to Olson theory, several studies have shown that the provision
of collective goods could as well increase with group size.
For instance, Cham berlin [1974] and M cGuire [1974] argue that, for nor
m al (public and private) goods, the non-rivalness property of the public
good implies that the decrease in the individual contribution to the provi
sion of collective goods is countered by the increase in group size. The posi
tive income elasticities of the public and private good insure this result, as
the spillover of collective benefits from other contributions generates posi
tive income effects; additional members do not reduce the benefits of collec
tive action for existing group members since there is non-rivalness in con
sumption of the collective good (see also Sandler [1992]). Moreover, Cham 
berlin [1974] emphasizes the determ ining role played by the non coopera
tive process in collective action postulated by Olson.7

7. Although not mentioned by Chamberlin [1974], efficient cooperation in collective
action could contribute to reduce, or even offset, the free riding problem threatening
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Generalizing these results, Austen-Smith [1981] introduces uncertainty
as a factor influencing the individual level of contribution to the provision of
collective good. In particular, he shows that, for risk-averse individuals, (1)
under specific conditions,8 uncertainty concerning the level of other group
members’ contributions increases the individual own,s contribution to col
lective action; and (2) uncertainly concerning the rate of returns of produc
tive activities increases the level of individual contributions to collective
action, while the impact is am biguous at the group le v e l〈
on this issue, see
also Murphy, Schleifer and Vishny [1991]).
Fon [1988] finds similar results. Besides, Eichberger and Kelsey [1996]
show that (Knightian) uncertainty can reduce free-riding in a large society,
the sufficient condition being the concavity of either the utility function or
the production function of the public good (rather than risk-aversion). To
the extent that lobbyists tend to seek protection to reduce the uncertainty
surrounding a regional integration process or that lobbying activities exhib
it decreasing returns to scale (at least over a certain range), their analysis
would suggest that RTAs may contribute to reduce the free-rider problem of
protection-seekers.
Recent contributions in the rent-seeking literature also suggest that par
ticipants in rent-seeking contests have incentives to voluntarily form a competitive-share group (Baik and Shogren [1995]). Moreover, collective rentseeking increases with group size, despite the existence of free riding (Riaz,
Shogren, and Johnson [1995]).
M ore generally, the conventional prediction that collective goods are not
likely to be voluntarily provided because of the free rider problem (particu
larly im portant in large groups) has been challenged by many authors. For
instance, Brubaker [1975] suggests that the free riding hypothesis may be
weakened, even in large groups. He presents this weak version of free rid
ing in opposition to the strong version dom inant in the conventional litera

large group activities. Besides, Pecorino [1996] argues that, using a simple trigger
strategy, maintaining cooperation may not be more difficult as the number of firms
in an industry rises.
8. Namely that the marginal probability of success in lobbying increases with lobbying
efforts

(i.e.，the level of contribution to collective action) from the group.
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ture. The strong version states that no public good w ill be provided, while
the weak version asserts that free riding problems will lead to an under-pro
vision {i.e., below the Pareto-optimal level) of the public good (see also Fon
[1988]). A survey on the theory of voluntary collective action is beyond the
scope of this study. It is sufficient to note that the (strong) free riding
hypothesis has been questioned on theoretical grounds. The general con
clusion em erging from these various approaches is that a collective good
may be voluntarily provided〈
for instance, see Bergstrom, Blume, and Varian [1986]; Guttm an [1991]; and Hirshleifer [1983]).

C. Empirical Evidence on Free Riding
Numerous empirical studies aim ing at testing the existence of free riding
have been conducted. The most comm on approach consists in undertaking
laboratory experiments. However, the results remain inconclusive. Several
papers find weak or no support for the free riding hypothesis〈
see M arw ell
and Ames [1979]; Isaac, W alker and Thomas [1984]; and Isaac, W alker and
W illiam s [1994]), whereas others, like K im and W alker [1984], suggest
opposite results, supporting the strong version of free riding.
The few tentative analyses in non-laboratory settings do not seem m uch
more conclusive. Hansen, Palfrey and Rosenthal [1987] for instance, analyz
ing the constituency size effect in voter turnout rates, found support for the
free rider problem in large groups. But Coates and M unger,s [1995] analy
sis on strategic behaviour suggests that while some degree of non-cooperative behaviour is common, cooperative behaviour is also frequent. Hence,
the strong free riding hypothesis seems to be rejected. Sim ilarly, in his
em pirical analysis on per church m em ber contributions, Lipford [1995]
rejects the hypothesis that the free-rider problem increases w ith larger
groups.
In sum, both at the theoretical and empirical levels, some doubts can be
cast on the im portance of the free rider problem, at least in its strong ver
sion suggested by the Olson logic of collective action. It is argued that even
large groups experience only a weak version of free riding, suggesting that
a size increase leads to an under-provision, but not an absolute decline, of
the provision of the public good.
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IV. Lobbying Efficiency

A. Free Riding or Cooperation?
W ith regard to RTAs, free riding may appear as a likely outcome. Howev
er, there are many instances where free riding problems may be overcome.
As the regional entity widens, the various interest groups may find it desir
able to organize them selves. Regional integration tends to increase the
potential size of pressure groups. Consequently, as argued in the theory of
free riding, the relative stake of each individual m em ber in the interest
group falls as the region expands. Hence, with the lobbying power of each
individual firm decreasing, a more formal organization as well as the devel
opment of new structures of the interest group may become necessary.9
For the sake of illustration, consider the simple case where previous to
regional integration a large firm , or a set of firm s concentrated in one area,
represents the principal protection-seeking group for that industry at the
national level, allowing for other (small) domestic firms to free ride. Accord
ing to the preference-dilution argum ent, once regional integration takes
place the large (set of) firm (s) sees its influence dim inish. However, if the
industry as a whole wants to obtain (or m aintain) some kind of protection at
the regional level, the development of (transnational) organization or associ
ation may constitute the only effective way of influencing regional trade poli
cies. For small firms the incentive to free ride may in fact decrease, contrary
to the prediction from the preference-dilution effect, as they can no longer
rely on the lobbying efforts of the few large firm s to obtain protection for
the industry. O nce in place, these transnational pressure groups m ay
become more effective in shaping trade policies at the regional level than
their (less organized) counterparts were at the national level.

B. The Adding-Machine Model
A theoretical support for this kind of argum ent can be found in the wellknown “adding-machine” model introduced by Caves [1976]. Contrary to the

9. This argument ignores, however, the institutional aspect of regional integration.
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interest group m odel (in the Olson tradition) which assumes that only small
concentrated groups will be able to lobby efficiently (as they can control the
free riding problem ), the adding-machine m odel predicts that an industry
composed of many geographically unconcentrated firms may have an advan^tage in lobbying as they naturally appeal to more districts’ interests.
Based on the assumption that the objective of the government is to maxi
mize its chances of being re-elected〈
see Downs [1957]〉
, this m odel explicit
ly recognizes the im portance of logrolling (i.e.，vote trading). As m any
issues cannot be disentangled, the formation of majority coalition resulting
from trade-off and exchanges of support (“favors”) am ong coalition m em 
bers becomes a central feature of legislative activities, necessary to ensure
the passage of package measures.
Hence, a protection-seeking industry concentrated in one district may not
be able to gather sufficient political support in other districts to insure a
majority coalition in favor of its request. A vote-maximizing government will
not respond favorably to this protectionist dem and, as it w ould alienate
more districts, and therefore m ore voters, than it would attract electoral
support from the area where the industry is concentrated. Conversely, a
geographically widespread industry can generate greater political support
as (at least some) voters in a larger num ber of districts will have an interest
in protecting that industry.
The adding-machine model suggests that the likely impact of RTAs will be
to increase the demand for protection at the regional level, subject to the con
dition that an industry is not concentrated in one country only, but dispersed
throughout the region.10 Moreover, an industry too weak to obtain political
support in each country member may choose to coordinate its efforts at the
regional level in order to influence the centralized common authority.

C. The Demonstration Effect
Alternatively, one industry may be well organized and influential in one
country, while rem aining powerless in others. In such a case, regional inte

10. Note that the argument rests on the geographical dispersion, not on the size, of the
industry.
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gration may provide the m om entum necessary for the development of orga
nized lobbying from that industry w ithin, and across, the different m em ber
countries. This could be called a “preference-diffusion” effect, or “dem on
stration” effect (running contrary to the preference-dilution effect).
Various factors can explain such an occurrence. The concerned industry at
the regional level may benefit, in its lobbying activities, from the experience,
the structure, the know how (“savoir faireT) of its successful “branch (es)” in
one area. Such successful national branches of the industry may act as leader
in the pressure group at the regional level. They may also help in arousing
attention and awareness of less (politically) active parts of the industry to lob
bying opportunities. Although some of these elements may not depend on the
existence of regional integration, the need for cooperation am ong national
interest groups in a trade bloc clearly stimulates the process by which prefer
ences are diffused across the region. Typical examples seem to include the
agriculture lobbying in the EU (extremely well organized in some large coun
tries - like France - whose influence appears to have spread over the EU) as
well as the European steel industry with Eurofer.

D. Economies of Scale in Lobbying
Consistent with the demonstration effect co-exists another type of argu
m ent based on economies of scale in lobbying. As suggested by Findlay
[1993, p.197]:
“An obvious and realistic example of greater potential m ischief the
w ider is the policy m aking entity is provided by the fam iliar
“economies of scale” argum ent for protecting industry in develop
ing countries. The lim ited size of the individual national m arket
serves to restrain national industrial lobbies but the prospect of a
regional market can win support for protection at the higher level.”
Econom ies of scale in lobbying m ay take num erous form s. M urphy,
Schleifer and Vishny [1993] argue that rent-seeking activities often exhibit
increasing returns. They identify two broad reasons. The first rests on the
rent-seeking technology itself, the second on the interaction between lobby
ing and productive activities.
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First, the structure of rent-seeking technology exhibits increasing returns
when there is a fixed cost associated with the setting up of a rent-seeking
system. The development of a legal code and the organization of pressure
groups are costly processes; but once in place, they can be “used” at a de
creasing m arginal cost. To a large extent, the EU experience provides a
good illustration of this phenomenon. The development of EU institutions,
the shaping and the implementation of external trade rules and policies, as
well as the setting up of pressure groups and industrial associations at the
Union level have induced large fixed costs in rent-seeking. However, once
the system is in place, lobbying at the European level seems to have be
come a comm on practice. The flourishing of professional lobbyists, legal
consultants and EU-wide industrial associations suggest increasing returns
to scale in lobbying, to a certain degree at least.
The second form of increasing returns to rent-seeking follows from the
interaction between rent-seeking and productive activities. The interesting
feature of M urphy et al.’s [1993] framework is that the “generic” form of
increasing returns in lo b by ing does not depend on the assum ption of
increasing returns in rent-seeking technology. O n the contrary, assuming
that rent-seeking technology exhibits decreasing returns, as do productive
activities, they show that, at least over some range, rent-seeking exhibits
general equilibrium increasing returns. Indeed, as resources are diverted
from the productive sector to the benefit of directly unproductive profitseeking (i.e., lobbying) activities, returns to production may fall faster than
returns to rent-seeking over a certain range, hence reducing the relative
attractiveness of productive {vis-a-vis lobbying) activities.11 This m ight be
the case for some domestic industries adversely affected by an RTA, as dis
cussed in the next section.

f

E. The Compensation Effect
RTAs may also, by their mere existence, enhance the domestic demand
for protection. The process of regional integration, by liberalizing trade in
the internal m arket, benefits some industries, w hile obviously dam aging
11. Unfortunately, the empirical relevance of this argument has not been tested.
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others. The “losers” from free trade inside the region may seek protection
against the rest of the world as a compensation. Adverse economic condi
tions and loss of competitiveness for these industries “injured” by regional
in te g ra tio n m ay lead trade a u th o ritie s to respond m ore favorably to
demands for external protection.
Actually, in a period of adversity and economic distress, injured industries
tend to seek protection (and more generally governm ent support) more
forcefully than otherwise. Indeed, econom ic rents can be obtained from
either productive or lobbying activities. A rational private agent w ill engage
in the activity which yields the highest net return {e.g., see M urphy et al.
[1991]). In a period of economic decline, an industry may find relatively
more profitable to pursue regulation (such as protection) through lobbying
activities (whose opportunity cost falls in depression) than to engage in
costly restructuring reforms. Hence, the incentive to free ride by potential
members of a pressure group declines, as their individually perceived bene
fits from active trade policy (and more generally government intervention)
increase. This is often referred to as the “compensation effect” (M agee et al.
[1989], ch. 11; see also Baldwin [1993], for a discussion).12

F. Influence of Group Size and Concentration on Lobbying:
Empirical Evidence
It appears the impact of group size and concentration on the contribution
to and success from collective action cannot be determined at the theoreti
cal level as conflicting factors come into play. Consequently, confirm ation of
the logic of collective action m ust rely on empirical findings. In this respect,
two categories of empirical studies can be identified. The first one relates to
the relationship between concentration and the level of political influence
(in terms of activity and/or success), while the second set of studies focuses
on trade restrictions and industrial (or geographical) concentration (for an
12. Numerous empirical studies support the view that the level of protection increases in
periods of economic h ard ship 〈
for recent contributions, see Bohara and Kaempfer
[1991]; Hansen and Prusa [1995]; Henriques and Sadorsky [1994]; Lee and Swagel
[1994]; Leidy [1997]; Rama [1994]; and Trefler [1993]; and for a survey, see Bagwell
and Staiger [1995]; Marks and McArthur [1990]; and Ray [199이〉
.
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이

early survey, see Epstein [198 〉
.

1) Concentration and Political Influence
The main empirical support in favor of a positive correlation between the
level of po litical influence and ind ustrial concentration is provided by
Pittman [1976,1977, 1988]. Looking at the influence of political contribution
by American industries on government policies, he concludes that lobbying
activities is only undertaken by firms in highly concentrated industries. Sev
eral independent studies seem to partially confirm his findings. In particu
lar, Grier, M unger and Roberts’ [1994] results indicate that industrial con
centration is positively related to both the decision to lobby and the am ount
of contribution dedicated to influence politicians. But this positive relation
holds only over a certain range (see discussion below ). Esty and Caves
[1983] show that seller concentration positively affects the level of political
activity and success.
O n the contrary, many studies have failed to find a positive link between
concentration and political influence. Indeed, Posner [1974] and Salamon
and Siegfried [1977] suggest that industry concentration may negatively
affect the chance of the industry in obtaining favorable regulation.
W hile m aking the im portant distinction between the level of political
activity and political success by a lobbying industry, Esty and Caves [1983]
indicate that neither firm size nor industry size have a robust influence on
political activity or success. Moreover, geographical dispersion increases
both political activity and success, the latter to an even greater extent than
the former. This result is partly supported by Grier et al. [1994].
One of the strongest rejections of Pittm an’s results has been provided by

，

the work of Zardkoohi [1985 1988] who argues, both at the theoretical and
empirical level, that industry concentration does not significantly affect the
level of political contribution. His results are independently supported by
M unger [1988].
In short, the empirical literature on political contribution does not provide
a clear conclusion regarding the impact of concentration on the level of con
tribution to political campaign. A possible explanation for these contradicto

，

ry results has been provided by Grier et al. [1991 1994]. Their empirical
analyses suggest that the relation between industry concentration and politi
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cal activity can in fact be represented by a concave quadratic function.
Hence, a regression between these two variables could show a positive or a
negative relationship, depending on the range of concentration ratio (i.e.，on
the section of the concave curve). In a different context, M esserlin [1989]
suggests a similar relationship. M easuring the lobbying power of industries
protected by antidum ping duties in the EU, he noted that coalitions of few
firms were the most “efficient” in obtaining protection.

2) Size, Concentration, and Trade Restrictions
T urning to the em pirical literature on trade, it is not possible either to
find unam biguous support for O lson’s theory. A ccording to the interest
group model, whose foundations rest on Olson’s logic of collective action,
the level of protection should be related, am ong other things: (1) negatively
to the num ber of firms in the industry; (2) positively to the industry concen
tration ratio; and (3) positively to the geographical concentration.
Some of the m ain em pirical analyses on the determ inants of protection
are summarized in Table 1. Very few studies seem to provide overall sup
port for the pressure group model. A notable exception is the analysis by
Pincus [1975] on antebellum tariffs in the United States. He finds a positive
correlation between U.S. nom inal duties in 1824 and both industry and geo
graphic concentration. Several empirical findings offer only partial support
for some of the pressure group m odel’s hypotheses. However, num erous
studies fail to find any support for these three hypotheses at the core of the
pressure group model.
Besides, a specific result may be w orth m entioning. In his em pirical
analysis, Lavergne [1983] identifies a positive link between the level of pro
tection (in particular nom inal tariffs and non-tariff barriers) and the popula
tion size of the state where an industry is located. This result suggests that
large states are more able to constitute voting blocs in order to support pro
tection for their industries than small ones. If this relation were to be veri
fied, it could im ply a dilution of preferences for small countries in a CU,
whereas large members could experience a reinforcement of their (protec
tionist) preferences. This conclusion stands in sharp contrast with the logic
of collective action a la O lson and the preference-dilution argum ent. As
expressed by Rogowski [1987, p.208], the comm on belief is that “insulation
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Table 1
Determinants of Levels of Manufacturing Industry Protection

Exogenous variables

ic

Barriers

Tariffs

Tariffs
nf

Non-Tariff

Effective

N om inal

Endogenous variables

gc

nf

ic

gc

+/-

_b

nf

ic

gc

_c

+c/d

Belgium
+

Tharakan [1980]

_b

Brazil
Am elung [1989]

+a

+a/b

_b

?

Canada
_b

Caves [1976]
HeUeiner [1977]

1961

+

1970

+

+b

+

Saunders [1980]

France
-

M esserlin [1982]

_b

+b

+

-

+b

-

-

Israel
_b

Kahane [1992]

+b

Sweden
+b

Lundberg (1981)

+b

United States
_b

Baldwin [1985]

+

_b

Godek [1985]
Lavergne [1983] 1964-65

+c

-

1972

+c

-

1970-80

-

+

Marvel and Ray [1983]

+

Pincus [1975]

+?

+?

Ray [1981a]

+

+

Ray [1981b]

+b

+b

-

+
+

+

+

+b

+

+

_b

-

_b

_b

-

Trefler[1993]

+b

+b

Notes: The + and - signs indicate the sign of the estimated regression coefficients;
a:

1%level of significance;

b: 5% level; c: 10% level;

d: 15% level;

?: significant (at an unspecified level)

nf = number of firms in the industry

ic = industrial concentration

gc = geographical concentration
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from regional and sectoral pressure in a dem ocracy [•••] is m ost easily
achieved with large electoral districts” (see also Atlas et al. [1997]).
To summarize, if the discrepancy in findings does not allow a rejection of
the preference-dilution hypothesis, it suggests at least that this argum ent
should not be applied in a “mechanical way” to the analysis of RTAs. There
exist not only theoretical but also em pirical reasons to be cautious (if not
suspicious) about the relevance of the preference-dilution argument.

G. Further Considerations on Market Structure and
Political Influence
The theory of regulation, as developed by the Chicago school (see Stigler
[1971]; and Peltzman [1976]), suggests that market structure also plays an
im portant role in lobbying activity in order to influence regulatory out
comes. According to this literature, industries facing fierce competition may
try harder to shelter behind protective regulation (as a substitute to oligopo
listic rents) than monopolistic industries. The latter may benefit from barri
ers to entry restricting both domestic and foreign (potential) competitors,
consequently reducing their need for protection. Besides, although the
costs of collective lobbying may be lower in oligopolistic industries, it may
be politically more difficult to overtly grant trade protection to such indus
tries which already enjoy favorable market positions.
The theoretical presumption that oligopolistic industries are less involved
in lobbying activities and have less political influence than com petitive
industries is confirmed by many empirical stu d ie s〈
see Anderson and Bald
win [1981]; Esty and Caves [1983]; Glazer, M cM illan and Robbins [1985];
Magee et al. [1989]; M ann and M cCorm ick [1980]; and Pugel and W alter
[1985]〉
. To the extent that RTAs, by abolishing internal barriers to trade,
boost internal com petition, industries having to face greater com petition
may become more politically active (see section IV. E ).

H. The Administered Path to Protection
M uch of the attention of the political economy of trade policy focuses on
the political influence and activities of specific interest groups. However, the
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administered path to protection (which includes antidum ping, anti-subsidy
and safeguard measures) plays a major role in present trade policy mecha
nism . The specificity of the regulation on adm inistered protection offers
opportunities to avoid the free riding problem which may be associated with
collective action directed at influencing political trade decisions.
Regional integration does not dilute preference for protection when the
petitioner seeking administered protection does not have to be representa
tive of the whole union industry, but only of his own country industry. In
fact, external trade protection in a CU may become more accessible at the
administered than political level, in which case the demand for protection
m ight shift away from political protection to administered trade remedy pro
cedures 〈
see for instance Bilal [1997]; and Moore and Suranovic [1992]). If
the regulation on administered trade rules does not require the petitioner to
be representative of the industry at all, then individual firms may seek pro
tection on their own. In this case, there is no dilution of preference at all, in
the sense that it is not more costly or difficult for an individual protectionseeker to pursue administered protection at the union than national level.
Actually, adm inistered protection procedures may be designed to facili
tate the filing of petitions by small firm s or industries, as it is the case in the
U .S .〈
see Horlick [1990]) and recently in the EU. Hence, even though free
riding may exist, regulations may guarantee the access of adm inistered
trade remedy procedures to single firms (by keeping the cost of filing a peti
tion at a low level or supporting small petitioners in the com plaint proce
dure), reducing the need for collective action.
The incentive to pursue the administrative path to protection w ould be
further enhanced if, as suggested by the preference-dilution argum ent and
the Olson’s logic of collective action, the political path to protection became
less accessible to national protection-seekers (see Bilal [1998]).

V. Anti-protection Forces
Ignoring the controversy surrounding the O slon’s logic of collective
action (i.e., the free rider problem arises and cannot be overcome), this sec
tion discusses the impact of RTAs on anti-protection lobbying. Assume that
trade policy is purely endogenously determ ined {i.e., solely by lobbying
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activities) and that, following an RTA, protection-seeking groups experience
a “d ilu tio n ” of their preference. T hen, w hat m atters is the relative，not
absolute, efficiency in lobbying (as emphasized by Becker [1983]). Conse
quently, in order to assess the relative political influence of protectionist
interests, it is also necessary to consider the influence of regional integra
tion on anti-protectionist groups.
Indeed, RTAs result from a compromise between protectionist and anti
protectionist forces. Free trade support originates m ainly from consumers,
industries relying on im ported inputs, and the export sector, w hereas
import-competing industries tend to actively support restrictive trade prac
tices. These antagonistic interests influence both the process of regional
integration and the external regional trade policy.
The politics of FTAs has been formally discussed by Grossman and Helpman [1995]. They conclude that support for an FTA is more likely when (i)
trade diversion is high and there is no (or a low level of) trade creation〈
see

，

also Krueger [1993 1995]) and (ii) when the industries m ost opposed to the
regional integration can be excluded from the agreem ent, or at least be
granted long periods of adjustment. That is, as seen in the previous section,
the support of opposing interests can be “bought o ff’ (i.e., the opposition
can be diffused) in three different ways: (1 ) by protecting import-competing
industries against extra-regional im ports, (2) by providing a long period of
adjustment, and (3) by excluding some sectors from the agreement.13 Con
sequently, RTAs can generate a widespread consensus. As stated twenty
years ago by Fritz M achlup [1977, p. 102]:
“A custom union or any regional trade bloc may be seen as a com
promise between two groups of antagonists prom oting seemingly
irreconcilable principles of policy: free-traders and protectionists.
Having m ade the com prom ise, the form er are happy about the
abolition of barriers in intra-bloc trade, the latter about the continu
ation of barriers against extra-bloc im ports.”
However, the level of external protection adopted by the region depends

13. For instance, the agricultural sector is excluded from most of the FTAs (see Josling
[1993]).
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not only on the demand for “compensation ”14 from protectionist interests,
but also on the pressure against trade restrictions from anti-protectionists.
It is likely that the gainers from free trade will be more num erous than
the losers. Typically, trade protection greatly benefits a small proportion of
economic agents (mainly, some import-competing sectors) w hile hurting
the m ajority (m ainly consum ers). However, as the costs of protection,
although potentially significant, affect a large proportion of the population,
they are diffuse. Hence, the incentive for anti-protectionist forces to get
organized tends to be weak, since ( 1) the share of the burden from protec
tion per individual is small, im plying that the individual benefits from collec
tive action are small too, and (2) the relatively large num ber of individuals
negatively affected by protection implies high costs of collective action due
to coordination and free riding problems.
W hile these factors explain the predominance of protectionist interests in
the determination of trade policy at the national level (at least to a certain
extent), their significance may be magnified by a regional integration which,
by definition, increases the num ber of individuals affected by protection.
Therefore, in absolute terms, the preference-dilution effect could well be larg
er among anti-protectionist forces than among protection-seeking interests.
In other words, by incorporating anti-protectionist lobbying into the analy
sis, it is possible to explain why protection could increase as the result of
regional integration, in spite of the potential growing free rider problem asso
ciated with trade bloc formation. Protection generates a few, generally large,
“gainers” at the expense of a great num ber of usually small “losers”. As the
region expands, the form er tend to experience relatively less free riding
problems and lower organizational difficulties than the latter. Hence, region
al integration may lead to a relative increase in the influence of protectionist
groups. Moreover, to the extent that groups seeking specific protection are
composed of relatively more hom ogenous m embers than general-interest
groups opposed to protection, it is likely that regional integration enhances
the relative lobbying efficiency of the former compared to the latter.
However, a major exception arises when the level of protection sought or

14. Com pensation for intra-regional free trade in the form of increased protection
against imports from countries outside the union (see section IV. E).
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obtained is sufficiently large to attract general public attention and/or raise
sufficient concern among anti-protection forces. Actually, if regional integra
tion intensifies the visibility of (and the sensitivity to) trade policy issues,
and significantly damages the interests of large groups (such as consumers)
or dom inant sectors of the economy, the benefits from anti-protectionist
activities may become significant enough to overcome the large (m ainly
fixed) organizational costs due to free riding. In such a case, the free trader
lobby may become relatively more active and successful than the protection
ist lobby in shaping trade policies.15
In conclusion, although protection-seekers may see their absolute politi
cal influence reduced following a regional trading agreement, there is no
reason to expect a relative dilution of their protectionist preferences a

priori.

VI. Conclusion
Over the last few years, RTAs have flourished. This renewed interest for
regionalism has attracted tremendous attention from the economics profes
sion. The m ain issues have been the im pact of trade blocs on protection lev
els and on the trade liberalization process, as well as the potential conflict
ing objectives and impacts of regionalism versus m ultilateralism. This paper
analyzes the political econom y of regional integration, focusing on the
dem and for protection, an issue often neglected in the current literature.
The few studies concerned w ith this problem tend to apply, in a rather
m echanical way, the concept of free riding or simply ignore the possibility of
cooperation am ong interest groups of different countries in the trade bloc.
Their general conclusion therefore suggests that regional integration entails
a preference-dilution effect for protectionist interests. O n the one hand,
regional integration reduces the relative size of national pressure groups
w hich lose some of their political influence. O n the other hand, regional
15. By fear of free traders’ reactions, protectionist interests attempt to reduce the visibili
ty of, and the public awareness to, restrictive trade practices. For this purpose, they
have increasingly recourse to “low track” (administered) protection such as anti
dumping and countervailing duty rules〈
see Finger, Hall and Nelson [1982]; and dis
cussion in section IV. H).
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integration increases both the size and the num ber of interest groups at the
regional level, which in turn become impaired by the free riding problem.
Consequently, the political clout of each pressure group dim inishes, while
trade authorities at the regional level become less responsive to specific
interests.
The purpose of this paper has been to contribute to this debate by offer
ing a different perspective on the analysis of the pressures for protection in
the context of regional integration. Two principal factors have been identi
fied: the free riding problem and anti-protectionist forces. The m ain conclu
sions of this study are the following.
(1) Contrary to the Olson logic of collective action, pressure groups may
seek protection more actively in a regional integration area with their
size increased (even though the free riding problem increased) than
prior to the trade bloc formation.
(2) To the extent that geographical dispersion broadens the political sup
port of protection-seeking groups (as argued in the adding-machine
model), regional integration may enhance the political clout of an indus
try scattered over the union.
(3) Pressure groups may take advantage of the opportunities for economies
of scale in protection-seeking activities generated by regional integra
tion.
(4) Dem and for (external) protection on the part of industries (allegedly)
negatively affected by internal trade liberalization may increase as a
“compensation” for regional integration.
(5) There is no systematic empirical support for:
(a) the free riding hypothesis (at least in its strong version),
(b) the significance of industrial concentration to influence political out
comes (and thus trade policies),
(c) the im portance for an industry of being sm all and geographically
concentrated to obtain favorable protection,
perhaps suggesting that large, non-concentrated industries in a CU may
not experience a dilution of their preferences (for protection) at the
union level.
(6) The availability of adm inistered trade protection m ay contribute to
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reduce, or even negate, the free rider problem and the dilution of prefer
ence of protectionist interests in an RTA.
(7) Since the benefits from protection are concentrated whereas the costs
are diffused, it is likely that protectionist interests w ill experience a rela

tive reinforcem ent of their preferences com pared to anti-protection
forces.
Conclusions (1) to (6) suggest that protection-seeking groups may not
experience an absolute dilution of their preferences; while conclusion (7)
indicates that even if this were not the case (i.e.，the former conclusions did
not h o ld ), protectionist interests are m ost likely to experience a relative
reinforcement of their preferences (over anti-protectionist forces). Overall,
the analysis presented in this paper suggests that, although regionalism
does not need to foster the demand for external trade restrictions, it would
be m isleading to assume that specific interest groups favoring protection
w ill automatically experience a dilution of their preferences in an RTA.
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